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For a kick-off...

• What do teenage learners say about what 
motivates them? Look at the list. 
Unfortunately, the statements do not 
correspond to the per cent values - they 
have been mixed up. Which one tops the 
list, and which one comes at the very 
bottom?



I’m learning more eagerly when...

...the subject is easy! ! ! ! ! ! ! 72.8%

...I like the teacher!! ! ! ! ! ! ! 57.3%

...I can be better than my peers!! ! ! 45.5%

...the teacher is demanding! ! ! ! ! 35.4%

...I know that the knowledge is useful!! 19.8%

...the subject interests me! ! ! ! ! 17.6%

...I’m learning for my parents! ! ! ! 16.6%

...the lessons are interesting!! ! ! ! 16.2%

...I’m not falling behind with the material !5.2%
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Menu

• Insights from nueropedagogy and how they 
might influence our teaching practices

• Redefining the concept of motivation

• Practical bits and classroom-based 
examples



What does 
neuropedagogy tell us?
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neuropedagogy tell us?
• Our brain is not designed to reproduce 

information but to process it

• Only those tasks that require deep 
processing are committed to memory

• Learning is a cognitive-emotive process

• Motivation is anchored in cognition

• Learning is a social process
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How does it work?

• Novelty facilitates learning

• Novelty activates the dopamine system

• Dopamine facilitates attention/motivation 
and reward

• Reward is important for learning and 
memory

• Dopamine enhances synaptic plasticity 
necessary for memory



The dopamine system

• Dopamine signal decreases as reward is 
predicted

• Uncertainty produces more dopamine than 
certainty

• Dopamine provides a signal that boosts 
motivation and attention



Incorporating novelty 
into the classroom

• making learning a game

• unexpected reward and mild punishment

• modelling and simulation

• social participation



Making learning a game





Flipped Classroom   Control Group          

Average pre-test score    18.84%  Average pre-test score 19.64% 
Average post-test score 20.26%  Average post-test score  19.67%
Average improvement      1.44%  Average Improvement    0.38%

(with MyEnglishLab)  (no MyEnglishLab)
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Unexpected reward and 
punishment

• grades do not motivate the learners

• if the learners are learning English for 
grades, the outcome is usually here-and-
now, and is quickly forgotten



Unexpected reward and 
punishment



Modelling and simulation













Social participation







Social participation

• Using social media as a teaching / learning tool

• Using youtube clips to sensitize learners to 
important aspects of language



• Look at the phrases.

• Which are used in a clip?

Pick a phrase



• I don’t see why not.

• Oh my God!

• No way.

• I’m really sorry to hear that.

• Oh, I’m sorry, I thought you meant...

• I’m not sure.

• We could always arrange to...

Pick a phrase
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Social participation in 
testing

• A group of teenagers took an exam in Spanish 
as a FL;

• After the exam they discussed the answers for 
15 minutes

• Next day they took another exam covering 
the same material

• Procedure repeated for the whole semester 
(4 tests)



Social participation in 
testing

TEST 1TEST 1 TEST 2TEST 2 TEST 3TEST 3 TEST 4TEST 4

1st 
attempt

2nd 
attempt

1st 
attempt

2nd 
attempt

1st 
attempt

2nd 
attempt

1st 
attempt

2nd 
attempt

72% 77% 76% 82% 78% 87% 82% 92%

Dr Don Cooper, Institute for Behavioral Genetics, Department of 
Psychology and Neuroscience, University of Colorado
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• What is “motivation”?

• How do we get motivated?

• What is effective motivation?



Motivation

• If you reward something, do you get more 
of the behaviour you want?

• If you punish something, do you get more 
of the behaviour you want?



Motivation
• Experiment

• A group of MIT students were given a set 
of challenges:

• memorizing strings of digits

• solving word puzzles

• solving spacial puzzles

• physical tasks

• 3 levels of monetary rewards



Motivation

• Results

• As long as the task involves only 
mechanical skill, bonuses work as 
expected

• If the task involves cognitive skills, the 
larger the reward, the poorer the 
performance



Motivation

• Is the bonus big enough for an MIT 
student?

• Experiment replicated in rural India (2-
week salary, 4-week salary, 8-week salary)

• Results - the same



Motivation

• 3 factors that lead to better performance:

• autonomy

• mastery

• purpose



Motivation

• Autonomy

• desire to be self-directed

• if you want engagement, self-directed is 
better



Motivation

• Mastery

• urge to get better

• urge to make a contribution



Motivation

• Purpose

• Why am I doing it?

• We are purpose maximizers



Motivation

• Pedagogic implications?

• Exam-driven education?

• Doing or thinking?



Summing up

• Insights from neuropedagogy show that 
learning a foreign language is a cognitive-
emotive process.

• Introducing novelty is central as it 
stimulates the learning process.

• Motivation is never instrumental; extrinsic 
motivation does not work in the long run.


